Form problems when adding sessions to session categories

30/04/2010 15:37 - Tom Goethals

Description
1) When using the "Add sessions in categories" option while browsing a session category, the current session is not selected by default.

2) When the user doesn't select a session category the form correctly throws an error, but also erases the list of selected sessions.

History

#1 - 06/05/2010 01:25 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Julio Montoya

#2 - 07/05/2010 16:04 - Julio Montoya
- % Done changed from 0 to 10

I found many errors in this tool ...

"Registered Function search_courses Could Not Be Found"

#3 - 07/05/2010 16:40 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee changed from Julio Montoya to Curt Ricardo Rodriguez Salazar
- % Done changed from 10 to 80

Should be fixed with:
http://code.google.com/p/chamilo/source/detail?r=e839a6afa65b1b0736a85098187db93c3aefc8d&repo=classic
and
http://code.google.com/p/chamilo/source/detail?r=c0a7ff05d3aaff9d38b890c76c85399adcf35e5b3&repo=classic

Thanks for reporting this!!

#4 - 07/05/2010 20:17 - Curt Ricardo Rodriguez Salazar
- Status changed from Needs testing to Assigned
- Assignee changed from Curt Ricardo Rodriguez Salazar to Julio Montoya

when change the sesion of category , show at warning message...

#5 - 10/05/2010 15:52 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee changed from Julio Montoya to Curt Ricardo Rodriguez Salazar
- % Done changed from 80 to 90

Fixed. Please check...
this problem has been solved, but when you move the session to category of left to right and saved, when you want move the session of right to left, doesn't save, to move of right to left, it's necessary change the category.

- Status changed from Needs testing to Needs more info
- Assignee changed from Curt Ricardo Rodriguez Salazar to Julio Montoya

Will be closed on Monday if no feedback given...

- Status changed from Needs more info to Feature implemented
- % Done changed from 90 to 100